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Die Fuchs Group, with its headquarters in Dissen, Lower Saxony, is Germany’s biggest spice manufacturer and the
world’s biggest privately-owned spice company. With over 10,000 products, it offers the food retail, food industry
and food service a comprehensive product range of spices, culinary trends and innovative food technologies.
More than 3,000 staff on four continents work to achieve the highest quality – along the entire value-added
chain from raw materials to the finished product.
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Foreword
Vorwort

Foreword
Dear Readers,
We aspire to fulfil our customers’ wishes in an outstanding way. To meet this aim, we focus on monitored quality
from grower to finished product. We want to be able to
trace every single batch of raw materials we purchase
right back to its origin, and we want to know the conditions under which these raw materials were grown, were
further processed if need be, and were transported.
This approach helps us not only to guarantee the quality
and consistent flavour of our products, but also to implement our sustainability concepts throughout our entire
value-added chain. We see our business model as a spice
producer increasingly threatened by climate change. We
observe an increasing need to contend with ecological
challenges, especially in our procurement markets. We
are also confronted with ever greater societal issues at
the same time.
We have therefore intensified our sustainability activi-

waste we cause, we have achieved great progress in

ties and strategically realigned them in recent years. We

recent years. Nonetheless, we also want to do further

have embedded sustainability concepts in our organi-

systematic work on our manufacturing efficiency and to

sation structures and in a variety of voluntary commit-

significantly reduce our ecological footprint in the next

ments, and have developed corresponding guidelines,

few years.

processes and measures. These include, for example,
obliging our suppliers to conform to our Principles of

The present Sustainability Report summarises the acti-

Ethical Sourcing, and to apply and implement Good Agri-

vities we developed during the past financial year, and

cultural Practices.

those we plan for the near future. We very much welcome
your feedback and your ideas, and will gladly answer any

We place great value on comprehensive, effective quality

questions you may have about our Sustainability Report.

management in order to fulfil our product responsibility

We would be very happy if you could continue to accom-

to our customers. Intensive, open dialogue with custo-

pany us on this journey.

mers and the greatest possible transparency in relations
with the public are also important to us. We now use
exclusively natural ingredients for most of our products,
and we avoid flavour-enhancing additives and palm oil.
We want to be a fair, attractive employer vis-à-vis our
employees. Therefore, topics relevant to our employees play a major role in the context of our sustain-

Nils Meyer-Pries

ability strategy. The fact that our staff have the best

CEO

possible training, are highly motivated and committed,
and find pleasure and satisfaction in their tasks is
important to us.
Our key aims also include manufacturing our products
in a way that conserves resources. With regard to our
consumption of energy and water, and the amounts of
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The Fuchs Group

The Fuchs Group
The World of Spices
The Fuchs Group offers spices, culinary trends and food
technologies to a wide diversity of target groups and
needs in the food retail, the foodstuffs industry and food
service. We are Germany’s biggest producer of spices,
and the biggest privately-owned spice company in the
world. With over 3,000 employees and a range including
more than 10,000 products, we achieved a turnover of
EUR 519 million in 2018.
Our company was founded by Dieter Fuchs in 1952 in
Dissen am Teutoburger Wald (District of Osnabruck),
where our group headquarters is still located today. We
and our products are now represented in more than 60
countries worldwide – partly through our own branches.
The Fuchs Group is administered by an Executive
Management Board headed by Nils Meyer-Pries (Chief
Executive Officer). The Executive Management Board is
actively involved in the sustainable development of the
Fuchs Group, which is why it has placed its sustainability
strategy at the heart of both the corporate strategy and
the company’s policies.
The holding company of the corporate group is DF World
of Spices GmbH. This is majority-owned by two foundations established by the company’s founder Dieter Fuchs.
Moreover, a subsidiary of the Paulig Group has a 25.01%
holding in DF World of Spices GmbH.
The company’s Management Board is advised on strategic matters by an Advisory Council consisting of three
members appointed by the holding company’s shareholders. The Advisory Council meets several times a year.
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Die Fuchs
The
Fuchs Gruppe
Group

What we aspire to: optimum quality
We have defined ourselves through quality since our

explaining and monitoring our quality demands at the

company was founded. Our aspiration and motivation are

same time.

to fulfil our customers’ wishes outstandingly well, and to
inspire them to new flavour experiences. We are commit-

We work exclusively with growers, producers and sup-

ted to controlled quality from grower to finished product,

pliers who accept our standards of behaviour. Among

using the most modern processes.

other things, these include social criteria such as respec-

We are
economically
successful

ting human rights and fair employment conditions, just as
The foundations for the goodness of our products are

much as ecological criteria such as biodiversity conser-

already laid in their cultivation. That’s why we impose the

vation, environmental protection and the use of generally

very highest requirements on harvesting and transport:

accepted plant protection agents.

Express
Your
Taste

we want to know who grew the raw materials on which
fields with which auxiliary agents, and how they were har-

In particular and as far as possible, we want to procure

vested, packed and transported.

our key raw materials such as pepper and paprika in an
un-milled state, so we can carry out further processing

To satisfy this requirement, we aim for long-term part-

and finishing in our own production facilities. In this way

nerships with our suppliers in the growing regions. We

we control not only the production steps after our raw

also attach the greatest value to our own staff in our

materials have been harvested at their place of origin, but

key growing regions. It’s how we ensure close, trusting

can also preserve valuable constituents such as antioxi-

collaboration with farmers and suppliers, and the sharing

dants, flavours and oils in the best possible way, and can

of know-how with them. We support, advise and train

actively guide the flavour profile of our products.

We
inspire our
customers

We lead
by example

We accept
responsibility

We
constantly
improve

farmers with regard to cultivation and harvesting, while

Our values, our Guiding Principles
Taste is as individual as people themselves. We as spice

Numerous training sessions and team events took place

producers enable our customers to express their indi-

during the past financial year to embed the revised

vidual tastes. True to our claim: “Express your Taste”,

Guiding Principles into the company. These led to the

we want to inspire our customers to new flavour expe-

derivation of specific targets and expectations for every

riences, and to contribute to our customers’ enjoyment

organisational unit, each department and every team.

when they prepare their foods.

Individual targets were also recorded in staff appraisal

We inspire our customers.

We lead by example.

forms.

Our performance is better than our customers
expect, and we make them successful. We know
our customers and their markets, we emphasise
sustainable customer relations and we stand for
innovation and service.

We think beyond our own area of responsibility.
We treat our staff with appreciation and respect.
We talk in clear language, actively accept our own
responsibility and are personally committed to the
company’s values and aims.

Based on this claim, we developed new Guiding Princip-

Our Guiding Principles

les in 2018. Their purpose is to give all staff basic orien-

Our management staff have a special role to play in

tation for their daily actions and decision-making. The

implementing the Guiding Principles: each member of the

Guiding Principles are based on the five value catego-

management staff is called upon to live out the values

ries of Taste, Customers, Employees, Innovations and

and agreed codes of conduct, and to encourage their

Success, and specify mandatory rules and codes of

teams to do the same. We will strengthen the raising of

We accept responsibility.

We are economically successful.

conduct in the form of Guiding Principles. Multilocation

awareness and further training of our management staff

workshops with 62 management staff and the Executive

for this purpose in 2019.

Our word is our bond; we stand together in admitting
our mistakes and we learn from them. We transfer
responsibility clearly and explicitly. We work towards
the whole company’s success.

We inspire confidence through quality. We specify key
figures transparently and measurably, and ensure
their achievement. We have a long-term perspective
aimed at success, we make careful, optimum use
of resources and we understand that sustainable
corporate governance is a part of success.

Board were held to develop our Guiding Principles.

We constantly improve ourselves.
We encourage and demand new ideas and set trends
in our markets. We are bold, open to innovation, and
exploit the advantages of digitisation.
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The Fuchs Group

Our business segments
We divide our operations into the following four business

of information and experience exists between them, in

segments:

order to recognise and implement developments and
trends at an early stage. In this way, for example, the

■

Retail Spices Germany

retail business benefits from the technology compe-

■

Industry International

tence of our industrial segment, while conversely the

■

Retail International

market knowledge of our retail business is useful to the

■

Taste Innovations

industrial segment. Central service units support the
operational units of our business segments, e.g. in the

Our business segments are closely interconnected, and

areas of Procurement or Operations and Facilities, to

mutually reinforce each other. An intensive exchange

pool requirements and to achieve synergy effects.

Proportion of turnover of customer groups (2017)

Proportion of turnover of customer groups (2018)

6,0%
Food service

49,3%
Food retail

44,7%
Food industry

52,5%
Food retail

42,0%
Food industry

Regional distribution of turnover (2017)

28,0%
Non-Eurozone

Regional distribution of turnover (2018)

32,5%
Non-Eurozone

72,0%
Eurozone
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5,5%
Food service

67,5%
Eurozone
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The Fuchs Group

Business segment:
Retail Spices Germany

Business segment:
Industry International

In the Retail Spices Germany business segment, we offer

Staying in continuous dialogue with our partners in the

In our Industry International business segment, we

the food retail in Germany a broad spectrum of spices,

food retail, and offering them optimum solutions to meet

offer the food industry innovative technologies and

herbs, spice and herb blends, soups, sauces and conveni-

their needs, are important to us. This task is undertaken

customised solutions. We aim our spices, herbs, blends

ence products. These include the products of our Fuchs,

particularly by our field sales force, which is represented in

and technological compounds especially at the snack,

Ostmann, Bio Wagner, Wagner and Schuhbeck brands.

all regions and sets standards of service throughout the

meat and dairy industries, at the fish, convenience and

This business segment also includes our private label

sector – e.g. by customised shelves and sales campaigns.

baked products industries, and at other branches of

activities in Germany.

the food industry.
We aspire to be the first contact partner when enjoyable

■

■

■

Fuchs

nourishment is concerned. To achieve this aim, we empha-

Our spice products can be dry, liquid or in paste form.

The Fuchs brand offers a wide variety of spices and

sise strong brand communication, especially for our

They can also be enhanced with additional technologi-

spice specialities for passionate hobby cooks.

Fuchs and Ostmann brands. For this, we use TV and print

cal properties, e.g. with regard to shelf life, colour inten-

mass media, as well as and increasingly online media and

sity, flavour protection, baking stability or oxidation. We

Ostmann

channels. We are online with our own brand shops for our

possess unique market know-how in these processes.

The Ostmann brand enriches everyday cooking with

Fuchs and Ostmann brands, and also have a presence

spices and spice blends.

on social media channels such as Facebook, Instagram,

Growth in our industrial business has been dynamic in

Pinterest or YouTube. In the online area in particular, we

recent years. We aim to continue this growth and to open

Bio Wagner

give consumers numerous pieces of information about

up new markets, especially abroad. To do this, we focus

The Bio Wagner product range comprises ecologically

our products, inspiring recipe ideas and useful hints and

on further development of our product concepts, and

grown herbs, spices and spice blends.

tricks for food preparation.

are expanding our customer support service. An important component of our strategy is to utilise our high level

■

Wagner

of technological competence and our know-how about

Under the Wagner brand we market herbs, spices and

spices and herbs to bring profits to our customers. In this

spice mixtures, as well as dried mushrooms.

respect, we take worldwide food trends into account, and
constantly set new standards in the optimum implemen-

■

Schuhbeck

tation of the market’s requirements.

The Schuhbeck product range offers high-quality spices and exceptional blends for seasoning,
fine-tuning and pampering.
We occupy a market leader position in Germany with
these brands, and want to expand them further in future
years. To achieve this, we focus on our ability to identify
our customers’ trends and needs at an early stage, and
to satisfy these needs with innovative products. Therefore, we give high priority to market research – from trend
and shopper studies to product tests and analyses of the
optimum placement of our products in the food retail.
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The Fuchs Group

Business segment: Taste Innovations
The products in the Taste Innovations business segment

■

Escoffier

offer consumers very special flavour experiences. To

The Escoffier brand with its soups, fonds and sauces

achieve this, we adopt eating and food preparation

is aimed at gourmets and connoisseurs. Discrimi-

customs from a number of specific countries and regions,

nating consumers can also obtain trendy organic

and adapt them for the domestic market. With our brands

varieties at the same time.

in the Taste Innovations business segment, we also offer
new culinary Trends and innovative concepts. This busi-

Our brands in our Taste Innovations business segment

ness segment’s brands include Bamboo Garden, Kattus,

are aimed especially at young people who are interested

Fuego and Escoffier.

in new and unusual flavour experiences. Therefore, systematically tracking down trends and current developments

■

Business segment: Retail International

Bamboo Garden

is centrally important to us in this business segment.

The Bamboo Garden specialities range comprises

Preconditions for it are a high innovation culture and

Asian sauces, pastes, pastas and coconut milk

dynamic, agile product development processes.

products. Selected Asian organic products have been
added since 2017 to supplement this range.
The Retail International business segment comprises

■

Mirodenia

The most important goals of our Taste Innovations business segment include further market penetration by the

the Fuchs Group’s international consumer business. It is

The Mirodenia brand reflects the health-conscious

Kattus

established brands Bamboo Garden, Kattus, Fuego and

operated mainly via subsidiaries in Great Britain, France,

trend, and arose from the desire for a 100% natural,

We offer Mediterranean delicatessen specialities,

Escoffier. In the next few years, we want to develop further

Romania and Italy, supplemented by export activities. In

universal flavouring without additives, colourings or

including olives, antipasti, pasta and sauces, together

and supplement the product range of these brands, which

this business segment, we offer both integrated trade-

preservatives.

with various pestos and dips, under Kattus brand.

are very well-known and appreciated in the market.

■

mark/brand concepts as well as private label product
Fuego

We also see opportunities for growth through the offer

pastes. As well as brand ranges offered locally, e.g. Bart,

V6BBQ is a young, masculine brand developed spe-

The Fuego brand offers tortillas, fillings, dinner kits

of value-added brand concepts. Here again, we pick

Cosmin, Alex, Mirodenia and V6BBQ, the Retail Interna-

cifically for the barbecue season, and thus dedicated

and snack articles such as crisps and dips to friends

up global trends, and want to offer consumers unique

tional business segment includes the Fuchs, Ubena and

to all those who like to stand beside a barbecue.

of Mexican cuisine.

product concepts that correspond to their lifestyle.

Bio Wagner brands that are also available in Germany.

Under the V6BBQ brand, we offer a variety of spices,

ranges for spices, spice blends, herbs, sauces and

■

V6BBQ

■

spice blends and sauces for the barbecue season in
■

Ubena

Romania

Ubena brand premium spices, spice mixtures and
herbs, all of which are 100% natural products, are

We strive for leading positions in all of our core markets,

aimed at friends of exotic, innovative and traditional

with the aim of being Europe’s biggest supplier of spices

gourmet cuisine.

and herbs. We occupy outstandingly good international
market positions, especially in Romania, Great Britain,

■

Bart

France, Italy and Austria. We have already been market

Bart Ingredients offers the food retail in Great Britain

leader in the Romanian spice market for a long time, and

around 500 products, including herbs, spices, spice

in Great Britain and France we are the second-biggest

blends, baking ingredients, sauces and pastes.

supplier in each country. We were able to progressively
expand our market shares in Italy and Austria in the past

■

Cosmin

few years, thus growing to become a significant partner

Cosmin is the most popular and the oldest brand of

in the food retail in those countries.

spices on the Romanian market. The characteristic
features of this brand are high quality and a good

Because we see numerous areas for our potential growth

price-performance ratio, and it occupies a market-

abroad, further internationalisation of our operations is

leading position in Romania due to its wide range

one of the central goals of our company’s strategy, which

of products.

focuses on new countries and regions in addition to the
countries listed above. Our aim in future years is to sys-

■

Alex

tematically enlarge our international presence, and in the

The Alex brand for the Romanian market comprises

long term to achieve leading market positions.

classical single spices, herbs and country-specific
spice mixtures in flat, transparent pouches, and is
distributed mainly via the traditional retail trade.
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The Fuchs Group
Great Britain
Bristol
Newbury

USA
Grand Forks
Hampstead (Maryland)

France
Herrlisheim
Monteux

Germany
Abtswind
Dissen am Teutoburger Wald
Hamlar
Melle
Schönbrunn

Italy
Mailand

Romania
Curtea de Argeș

China
Jingzhi
Shanghai

Cambodia
Phnom Penh

Our markets,
our locations
Our products are available in more than

Brazil
Castanhal
Brasilândia de Minas
Itupeva

60 countries. We are Germany’s biggest
spice manufacturer, and the biggest
privately-owned spice company worldwide. Many of our trademarks have high
brand awareness and are associated
with a high level of quality.
Our own staff represent us in nine
countries. As well as our headquarters
in Dissen am Teutoburger Wald, we
have branches in Germany in Abtswind
(Bavaria), Hamlar (Bavaria), Melle (Lower
Saxony) and Schönbrunn (Thuringia).
Outside of Germany we maintain locations in Brazil, China, France, Great
Britain, Italy, Cambodia, Romania and
the USA.
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Our sustainability strategy

Our sustainability
strategy
Taking responsibility
We pursue a corporate strategy with a long-term orientation. The enduring maintenance of its values is more
important to our partners and shareholders than shortterm commercial success, which is why the concept
of sustainability has been very close to our hearts for
decades, and we strive to think and act holistically, responsibly and in a multi-generational way.
As a consequence of our business model, we depend
on intact economic, ecological and social systems in
our procurement and sales markets. Political or financial
instabilities have an impact on our corporate success
just as much as climatic changes or social tensions.
Therefore, we are very interested in maintaining functioning systems, and in their further improvement wherever
and whenever possible.
This was also the stance adopted by our founder Dieter
Fuchs, who pursued a long-term business orientation
with great far-sightedness. He was convinced of a company’s obligation towards the environment and society,
and firmly embedded this world view into our corporate
culture. Product responsibility vis-à-vis our customers
was just as near to his heart as environmental protection
and the working and living conditions of the people in our
value creation and supply/delivery chain processes.
We are firmly convinced that dealing fairly with all of our
business partners is one of the most important factors
contributing to our commercial success. We aim to maintain long-term relationships, characterised by mutual
respect and understanding, both with our customers in
the retail, in industry and in the food service, and also
with our suppliers and partners. Human rights issues
in our global supply chain, biodiversity in our growing
regions, and behaviour aligned to ethics and statutory
requirements play an important role in our decision-making processes.
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Our sustainability strategy

An embedded understanding of sustainability
Our values are the foundations of our understanding of

We involve ourselves in various organisations and initi-

sustainability. They guide us to responsible conduct –

atives that address sustainability topics. These include

vis-à-vis our customers, our employees, our suppliers and

Flocert, for example, a global certification society for

partners, and vis-à-vis the environment and society.

Fairtrade. We have also collaborated for many years in
the European Spice Association, a sector federation

We have embedded our understanding of sustainability

that not only defines quality standards but also takes

in a number of self-imposed obligations and guidelines.

up issues relevant to sustainability and discusses them

For example, we are committed to the United Nations’

among its membership.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and to the core
labour standards of the ILO (International Labour Organi-

To prevent possible incorrect behaviour among our

sation). We strive to implement the rights stated in these

employees, we place great value on our compliance

resolutions, not only in our own corporate units but also

structures. We revised our Compliance Guidelines in

in those of our partners along the supply chain.

2018, made them even more mandatory and more
clearly worded, and issued them in the context of a

We oblige our suppliers to comply with our Ethical Sour-

works agreement. Separate information events and

cing Principles. These include an obligation to observe

training sessions took place in 2019 to comprehensively

all country-specific laws and regulations, and the ban on

inform our employees of these new rules.

child labour and forced labour and on discrimination and
corruption. We also require our suppliers to have freedom

We have created a Sustainability Committee to further

of assembly and suitable measures for the occupational

develop our sustainability strategy and to embed it

safety and health of their employees. We terminate col-

in the company. It consists of the area managers res-

laboration with suppliers who do not accept our Ethical

ponsible for implementing the central areas of activity

Sourcing Principles or knowingly breach them.

of our sustainability strategy. Under the aegis of Nils
Meyer-Pries (CEO), this committee discusses targets,

Our sustainability beliefs also reflect the promotion of

performance indicators and measures, as well as

and participation in a variety of initiatives. These include,

current developments and progress.

for example, the application of GAP (Good Agricultural
Practice). We require our suppliers to comply with the
principles of GAP, we explain the latter’s contents to
them, and we monitor their application through our own
staff in the growing regions.
We are a member of the Sedex (Supplier Ethical Data
Exchange) sustainability initiative, and through this data
platform we investigate the sustainability performance
of our contractual partners. At the same time, we make
central data about our own sustainability commitment
available to our customers via this data base.
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Contributions to sustainable development
Climate change affects the Fuchs Group’s business

food retail we pursue a Clean Label policy in which we use

model in a variety of ways: an unchecked rise in tempe-

exclusively natural ingredients and avoid flavour-enhan-

ratures results in extreme climatic events such as heat-

cing additives and palm oil.

waves, droughts, flooding or forest fires. These events
can have profound consequences for the regions from

Decent work and economic growth

which we obtain our raw materials. The growing regions

As one of the world’s biggest spice pro-

could become smaller or entirely relocate – with far-re-

ducers, we occupy significant market posi-

aching consequences, especially for our suppliers with

tions in many spice-growing regions and on

small-scale farming structures.

various sales markets. We thereby contribute to economic growth in these regions. Contracts with our suppliers

We obtain many of our raw materials from emerging

are based on our Principles of Ethical Sourcing, which also

and developing countries. Our suppliers in these coun-

include compliance with labour and social standards ack-

tries in particular often lack the resources, e.g. capital,

nowledged worldwide. We are present with our own staff

technology or knowledge, to enable them to cope with

on the spot in our most important growing regions, and

the consequences of significant climate change. Additi-

can thus directly monitor compliance with the Standards.

onal ecological, social and national risks – such as water
pollution, poverty or unstable political circumstances –

Responsible consumption and production

also contribute to worsening the climate risk. A deteri-

Our aim when manufacturing our products

oration in water resources, severe price fluctuations due

is to continuously reduce our ecological

to extreme weather conditions, the increased occurrence

footprint. This affects mainly our energy

of pests and diseases and decline in labour producti-

consumption, our water demand and our waste manage-

vity caused by climate changes would have a consider-

ment. We also exert increasing influence on our suppliers’

able impact on our business model and on our company

ecologically relevant behaviour through our procurement

group’s earnings situation.

guidelines. For example, we oblige our suppliers to apply
Good Agricultural Practice, which also includes handling

We want our sustainability strategy to enable us to cont-

water and other resources sustainably.

ribute to achieving the target adopted at the UN Climate
Conference in Paris in 2015, namely limiting the rise in

Climate action

global warming to two degrees compared to pre-indus-

Climate changes significantly impair the

trial levels. Furthermore, we want ensure, both within our

Fuchs Group’s business model. Therefore,

company group and within our supply chain, that stan-

climate protection measures are fundamen-

dards relevant to sustainability are complied with from

tally important to us. This relates not only to our own pro-

economic and social points of view, and that our entre-

duction facilities but also to our growing regions and to

preneurial activities have the smallest possible ecologi-

the transport of our raw materials and finished products.

cal impacts.
Life on land
Regarding the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

Our business model presupposes intact

defined by the United Nations to secure worldwide sus-

ecological systems. Therefore we strive

tainable development, we want to contribute to achieving
the following targets in particular:

to protect biodiversity in all the regions in
which we operate. We advocate natural fertilising and
pest control, and we carry out extensive educational

Good health and well-being

work in our growing regions. We also decisively oppose

We want our products to contribute to a

the deforestation of primary forests and the destruc-

varied, tasty diet, and to give pleasure in

tion of natural resources. For example, we take care to

food and its preparation. We provide ins-

ensure that only fields that already exist are used for

piration for a diversity of cooking experiences, arouse

growing paprika.

enthusiasm for novel culinary discoveries and offer our
customers an opportunity for personal fulfilment through
their individual tastes. Thus we inform our consumers
about the constituents contained in our products and
the ways of using them, and through our products for the

22

The Sustainable Development Goals
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Essential issues of our sustainability strategy
Our sustainability strategy comprises thirteen topic

into three categories: our products, our employees and

areas identified as essential. We have summarised them

our environment.

Our products

Our products

Our environment

Suppliers and raw materials

Employer brand building

Energy

Quality assurance and management

Employee development

Water

Controlled cultivation

Work-life balance

Waste

Product development

Occupational health and safety

Customer dialogue

Furthermore, the participants in our stakeholder survey

to its great importance in our personnel strategy. We also

addressed the following topic areas: avoidance of plastics,

combined the topics of “Health management” and “Occu-

reducing salt as a constituent, expanding corporate social

pational safety” into a single area of action (“Occupatio-

responsibility activities, increasing the level of digitisation,

nal health and safety”) due to the many content overlaps,

optimising transport routes and the exclusive use of rege-

and changed the name of the “Quality assurance” topic to

nerative energies. Moreover, many stakeholders wished for

“Quality assurance and management”.

intensification of our internal and external sustainability
We intensively discussed in our Sustainability Committee

communication.

the positioning in our materiality matrix of the topics that
Compared to the previous year, the following changes

were identified as essential. The outcome of these discus-

resulted in our materiality matrix: we included the topic of

sions is illustrated in the materiality matrix shown below

“Employer brand building” in the “Our employees” area due

We emphasise continuous, intensive dialogue to under-

also includes sustainability aspects. We aim to expand

stand our stakeholders’ expectations and needs. Our

and systematise this dialogue with our stakeholders

stakeholders include in particular our customers (retail,

about sustainability topics even further in the future.

industry, food service), our employees and our suppliers.
Furthermore, we regard our owners, the general public,

We carried out a stakeholder survey in 2018 to enable

consumers and various non-profit organisations as sig-

an assessment of our sustainability activities and the

nificant stakeholder groups for our business operations.

relevance of our essential sustainability topics. The
survey involved an online questionnaire to which we

The question of which stakeholder groups are import-

drew the attention of our stakeholders by addressing

ant to us and what their importance is was discussed

them directly. We invited consumers to participate via

and defined in the context of the strategy develop-

our social media activities.

ment. Members of our Sustainability Committee and of
the Executive Management Board contributed to the

A total of 321 stakeholders reported their assessments

decision-making.

and evaluations to us during the four-week questionnaire period. We were very pleased that many survey

We are in regular contact with our stakeholders on

participants used the opportunity to give us numerous

various occasions for communication and via several

constructive suggestions and ideas. Moreover, the majo-

channels of communication. There is intensive personal

rity of the participants confirmed that the correct issues

communication, especially with our customers, emplo-

are being emphasised and that we are on the right path.

Relevance for stakeholders

In dialogue with our stakeholders

Waste
Energy
Water

Suppliers &
Raw materials

Controlled cultivation
Quality assurance &
management

Employee development
Employer brand building
Occupational
safety & health

Product development

Our products
Work-lifebalance

Customer dialogue

Our employees
Our environment

Influence on the company’s success

yees, suppliers and owners, and this communication
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Our products
We offer more than 10,000 different products. Our customers include the food retail, the food industry and food
service (hotels, restaurants and catering).
To enable us to manufacture our products, we obtain
our raw materials from the whole world – wherever they
have the best cultivation conditions. In this respect,
partnership-based relations with our suppliers are
just as important as controlled cultivation and quality
assurance during the entire procurement and production process. Thus we guarantee that we can access
optimum quality in our entire supply chain. We aspire to
supply our customers, in both the B2B and B2C business, with ever more new ideas and stimuli, and to contribute to exceptional taste experiences. That’s why we
place great value on continuous further development of
our product range and our technologies, as well as on
intensive dialogue with our customers.
Our many years of experience and our comprehensive
technical competence are the foundation of the Fuchs
Group’s successful corporate development. In particular,
our high level of innovative strength and the long-term
orientation of our company policy have led to a situation
in which our products are greatly appreciated both among
consumers and also among our commercial customers.
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Our products

Suppliers and raw materials
We obtain our raw materials from the whole world to

way back to the growing regions. Only if we know exactly

provide our customers with a comprehensive product

where each batch originates, and which pathway it took

range. Our procurement processes, our supplier manage-

to reach us, will we be able to assess its quality and con-

ment system and safeguarding a supply of the raw materi-

dition, exert direct influence on the supply chain and fulfil

als we need play a central role in our business model – and

our own quality standards vis-à-vis our customers. We

thus in our sustainability strategy as well.

monitor qualities in close collaboration with our suppliers,
and buy only raw materials that meet the Fuchs Group’s

The key raw materials we purchase include pepper, cap-

high standards. In this respect, we work exclusively with

sicum, garlic, onions, nutmeg and cinnamon. Our most

growers, producers and suppliers that accept our stan-

significant procurement markets are located in Brazil,

dards of behaviour. Among other things, these include

China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Madagascar, India, Indonesia

social criteria such as compliance with human rights and

and Sri Lanka.

fair employment conditions just as much as ecological
criteria such as the conservation of biodiversity, environ-

When procuring our raw materials, we pursue a strategy

mental protection and the use of generally accepted plant

that systematically takes account of sustainability cri-

protection agents.

teria. We aim to guarantee unbroken traceability all the

Traceability of our key raw materials

2018

2017

Proportion of batches we can trace back to their origin

100%

100%

Proportion of quantities purchased that result from long-term business relationships

100%

100%

89%

87%

Proportion of quantities purchased whose sub-suppliers, producers and/or exporters we
know personally

standard and require our suppliers to adhere to our Prin-

systematically and oriented to key figures. Our sup-

We see a central precondition for the success of our

lenging harvest years, to enable us to plan and develop

ciples of Ethical Sourcing. These oblige our suppliers to

pliers are chosen and assessed on this basis. We are

business model in long-term, partnership-based supplier

alternative actions at an early stage. Close collabora-

comply not only with country-specific laws and regula-

currently undertaking further development of our procu-

relationships. Direct, personal with our suppliers forms

tion with our suppliers is also important to us, however,

tions, but also to observe the prohibition of child labour

rement strategy to enable a targeted build-up of sup-

the basis for this. In the growing regions, therefore, we

in order to maintain supplier loyalty and dependability

and forced labour as well as of discrimination, to ensure

plier development with regard to quality, traceability and

employ our own staff who visit our suppliers and maintain

as well as qualities. A long-term, trusting relationship

freedom of assembly and to safeguard employees’ occu-

sustainability. It also includes starting a comprehensive

a regular exchange of information with them. Further-

creates security and future prospects on both sides. It

pational health and safety. Moreover, we reserve the right

supplier survey questionnaire and assessment from

more, the duties of these employees include informing

enables joint advancement and constructive collabora-

to audit our suppliers at any time to verify compliance

2020 onwards.

growers, producers and exporters about current develop-

tion that is beneficial for both parties.

with the agreed standards.

drying, and carrying out training sessions in the areas of

This is also true with regard to solving social challenges.

Before we conclude a contract with a supplier, the sup-

quality assurance and Good Agricultural Practices (GAP).

As a result of our close, long-term, partnership-based

plier undergoes a certification process in which we

cooperation, we know very accurately the circumstances

examine the extent to which the supplier conforms to our

Through regular, direct exchange of information with

and challenges as they originate, and can give targe-

quality standards. If it does not adhere to our standards,

our suppliers, we have a good knowledge of the current

ted support for them accordingly. This support includes

collaboration with us is out of the question.

fundamental challenges in the growing regions, and can

education and infrastructure projects just as much as

provide support services as and when necessary. In this

pragmatic assistance when there is an acute need.

ments in the subject areas of cultivation, harvesting or
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We coordinate our purchasing through our company
headquarters in Dissen. We follow a uniform purchasing

way, we obtain information about the expected quantity
and quality of the harvest at the same time. This informa-

Therefore, our supplier contracts are always oriented

policy across all our locations, especially when procu-

tion is of the greatest importance to us, especially in chal-

towards multi-year collaboration. They follow a uniform

ring our key raw materials. Procurement takes place
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We employ local agricultural experts to collate this data.
They regularly visit the producers and document each
individual production step from sowing the seed to
harvest and transport. They inform farmers about the
GAP requirements, explain the hazards of pesticides,
and inform them about the correct use of fertilisers and
plant protection agents. Their duties also include training sessions, the provision of leaflets and handbooks,
technical support and advising producers about agricultural issues.
We are increasingly digitising our processes to enable
faster data recording and assessment. By using an app,
for example, which we are progressively introducing in all
our growing regions, all the relevant data can be recorded on mobile devices and transmitted error-free. This
once again significantly increases the transparency of
our raw materials streams and enables a rapid response
to changes in the quality and expected quantity of the

Controlled cultivation

harvest. Moreover, we have developed software that

ble our support services provided to growers and pro-

reconciles the data from our suppliers with that from

ducers, together with our monitoring measures. For

quality assurance laboratories and immediately high-

example, we plan greater examination of the harvest

lights any anomalies and/or discrepancies.

and post-harvest technologies, a more comprehensive
supervision of employment conditions, and continuous

Our controlled cultivation concept has led to numerous

improvement of the sampling system.

We aspire not only to supply our customers with

method of production, environmentally correct fertili-

improvements in our most important growing regions.

high-quality products, but also to guarantee that these

sing and ecologically compatible plant protection, main-

These include a considerable reduction in the use of

Contributing to improving the working and living condi-

products conform to high sustainability standards. To

taining the soil’s natural fruitfulness, location-adapted

pesticides by our suppliers. The number of complaints

tions of our suppliers in the growing regions is a matter of

enable fulfilment of this aspiration throughout our entire

land use and the protection of biotopes.

has also decreased significantly – despite increased

special importance to us. We strictly insist on compliance

quantities purchased. These effects contributed to a

with the prohibition of child labour and forced labour, and

value-added chain, our quality assurance already starts
with our growers and producers. We see controlled culti-

To implement our ideas of controlled cultivation, we strive

reduction in agricultural production costs and environ-

we give information about the importance of education

vation as an important unique selling point of our busi-

for close, long-term collaboration with our contractual

mental impacts, while the producers’ earnings position

and qualification. We sponsor social development pro-

ness model in, and thus a central area of action of our

partners in the growing regions. However, the fact that

improved at the same time.

jects, take part in infrastructure measures and support

sustainability strategy as well.

cultivation and thus procurement structures vary from

the local economy. We also participate in education and

country to country and from one raw material to another

Our aim is a further reduction in the level of pesticides,

development projects, offer direct assistance to the

We understand controlled cultivation to mean imple-

must also be taken into account. Whereas paprika-gro-

extraneous materials and (mineral oil) hydrocarbons in

people in our growing regions, and support local organi-

menting and enforcing clearly defined standards and

wing in Brazil, for example, is carried out by rather large

all our raw materials. To achieve this aim, we will redou-

sations and schools with donations and other services.

expectations, together with the provision of correspon-

production units, the spices we purchase in China and

ding documentation. We want to know who produced the

Vietnam are grown mainly by smallholders. We also work

raw materials we procure, with which auxiliary agents on

in smallholder structures for pepper from Brazil.

which fields, and how these raw materials were harvested and subsequently treated, packed and transported.

Based on the cultivation structures in Brazil, which

We also want to know which sustainability standards

is where we obtain the majority of our pepper and

were taken into account in the supply chain, to enable

paprika, we have already been able to implement our

us to exert an influence on them. The working and living

controlled cultivation concepts on a large scale: for

conditions of the farmers on the spot are also important

each grower or producer with whom we collaborate, we

to us at the same time.

create comprehensive data documentation containing

Collaboration in developing sustainable
technologies in Brazil

all the relevant information about him, his fields, his soil
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In this respect, we align ourselves to the principles of

and plant fertilising and plant protection measures, his

Through our pepper purchasing company Tropoc, we

serve resources, increase food production and reduce

GAP (Good Agricultural Practice) that have been trans-

yield and the amounts he sells to us. This data collec-

operate in Brazil together with the Embrapa Research

dependence on technologies from abroad. There is a

ferred by the International Organisation of Spice Trade

tion also contains information about the qualification

Institute, among others. The Institute’s aim is to develop

lively exchange between Embrapa and Tropoc to promote

Associations (IOSTA) to the growing of spices. The aim

of the contractual partner, about environmental requi-

technologies for Brazilian agriculture that lead in equal

regional development by means of more efficient sus-

of GAP is the sustainable production of safe, healthy

rements and labour standards, about certification to

measure to lower production costs and a reduced

tainability concepts.

foods and the intention is to guarantee this by various

apply plant protection agents and about the results of

environmental impact. The intention thereby is to con-

measures. These include, for example, documenting the

our weekly visits.
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Quality assurance and management
We give top priority to quality assurance and manage-

The existing quality management and key figure proces-

ment – this applies to all our processes, in both our

ses were expanded in 2018. Expanding the risk manage-

value-added chain and our supply chain. Our customers

ment process systematically improves the assessment

should and want to be able to rely on the products we

of risks in raw materials procurement. Representatives of

manufacture always having an identical consistency and

other departments – especially Purchasing – are involved

the same flavour.

in this process to enable an even more demand-oriented
alignment of procurement and an even more preventive

We have defined clear guidelines and processes to imple-

orientation of risk management.

ment our high quality standard. This includes the fact
that we obtain our spices as far as possible un-milled and

Our quality management system is certified at all German

directly from their origin. We carry out all the subsequent

locations in accordance with the internationally recogni-

treatment processes ourselves. In this way, we can exer-

sed GFSI Standard IFS Food (GFSI: Global Food Safety

cise an influence on the quality of our products throug-

Initiative). We have established adequate management

hout, and can implement a quality management system

systems at all our locations abroad that are aligned to

consistently aimed at prevention. Moreover, in this way

the country-specific requirements and are correspon-

we preserve the constituents that are so valuable for

dingly certified.

flavour, and can thus better maintain the taste profile of
our products.

For products linked to the licensing requirements of
the Verband Lebensmittel ohne Gentechnik e.V. (VLOG;

We carry out continuous quality testing from incoming

GMO-free Foods Association) and the Vegetarierbund

goods to the packaged final product. For each product

(VEBU; German Vegetarian Union), systematic proces-

we have defined a specific quality testing plan that lists

ses were introduced to implement the requirements in an

every individual process step and the quality assurance

optimum way. We will be audited in 2019 for the award of

measures defined for it. The testing plans are oriented

the V-Label, the seal of quality for vegan and vegetarian

towards acknowledged international standards such as

products. Moreover, many of our products have specific

the ISO Standards, the European Quality Parameters of

certifications, including halal and kosher certificates as

the European Spice Association, and the guidelines of

well as organic, Fairtrade and RSPO (Roundtable on Sus-

We will be able to hold and expand our market posi-

Our aim is to give inspiration and to meet our customers’

the German Foodstuffs Code.

tainable Palm Oil) certifications.

tion only if our product range and our services succeed

needs. For this, we constantly develop new flavours and

in fully satisfying our customers’ needs, and indeed

continuously improve our existing recipes. Whereas the

We carry out quality testing of incoming goods through

Certification of all the German locations in accordance

in anticipating them. That’s why continuous further

main focus in our B2C business is on developing new

our own company laboratory. Every single batch that is

with the BRC Standard is planned by the end of 2019. The

development of our product range is one of the central

spice mixtures and recipes, as a rule in the B2B business

delivered is subjected to stringent testing. More far-re-

BRC Standard was established by the British Retail Con-

factors in the sustained commercial success of our

we create customised solutions and innovative product

aching monitoring is carried out by accredited external

sortium and – just like the IFS Food Standard – belongs

business model and thus also of our sustainability

concepts in the food technology area. Product develop-

laboratories with whom we have collaborated closely for

to the GFSI. Certification according to this Standard sim-

strategy. This is true both for our B2C business and for

ment for the retail market is mainly concentrated at our

many years. The raw materials that are supplied do not

plifies our processing of the British market and enables

our B2B business.

Dissen location, whereas that for the “Industry Inter-

enter the production process until the tests have confir-

easier coordination of raw materials procurement, manu-

national” and “Foodservice” business segments is de-

med all the required quality demands.

facture and capacity planning between us and our subsi-

centrally organised.

Product development

diary, Bart Ingredients. Our company in China, Fuchs China
Foodstuffs, is already certified in accordance with BRC.
New products as a proportion of the total product range (B2C)

2018

2017

2016

Retail Spices Germany
New products as a proportion of the total product range
New products as a proportion of total turnover

12,5%

10,0%

10,2%

8,6%

3,0%

2,3%

14,8%

26,2%

13,1%

4,1%

7,3%

3,4%

Taste Innovations
New products as a proportion of the total product range
New products as a proportion of total turnover
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Dialogue with customers
We aspire to shape the world of good taste and good

information via our web pages, various events and other

eating. We want to enable every one of our customers to

offers of dialogue such as our end-consumer service. We

discover and enjoy the spices of this world, because we

carefully evaluate the advice and suggestions we receive

are convinced that spices are far more than just ingre-

from consumers through these channels, and pass them

dients for a successful meal: they are an expression of

on to the corresponding specialist departments.

our individual preferences, our experiences and our attitude to life – in a word: our personality.

We considerably expanded our market research activities in the past two years to systematically determine

We can fulfil this aspiration only if we know our custo-

the wishes and requirements of end consumers. We

mers and their expectations and needs. This is why the

regularly use product tests and other market research

aspect of “Customer dialogue” is outstandingly import-

instruments, especially in our product development pro-

ant in our corporate and sustainability strategy.

cesses. The results of these surveys and tests are our
central decision parameters when launching products

We provide tailor-made solutions for our customers in the

and developing them further.

B2B business. Firstly, these take into account the specific
requirements of different sectors such as dairy products,

We aim to increase the awareness of our brands in the

meat, bread and baked goods, snacks, fish, frozen pro-

B2C business. For this, we sharpened the positioning of

ducts, vegetables and delicatessen. Secondly, we take

the Ostmann and Fuchs brands in particular and made

account of the individual needs with regard to flavour

their brand core more precise in the past two financial

and the technological and sensory capabilities such

years. Based on this foundation, we developed a media
strategy and implemented it in the winter of 2017/18.

We want to progressively expand new products as a

We are also implementing our “Clean Label Policy” in par-

as colour, gloss, tenderness or shelf life. These custo-

proportion of the total product range for B2C business

allel and successively for our other spice brands for the

mer-specific solutions are created for customers and in

in the next few years. For this purpose, we introduced

food retail. The products in our BioWagner brand already

close collaboration with them, and undergo continuous

The new communication campaign significantly increa-

a stage-gate process in 2017, which we establis-

satisfy this target, and 95% of the recipes in our Wagner

further development together with them. As a result of

sed the supported brand awareness of Ostmann. It has

hed group-wide and further optimised in 2018. We will

brand already conform to the “Clean Label Policy”. We

this close collaboration, we have a constant exchange

increased to 80% since September 2017. The supported

also train two more spice sommeliers in 2019, who will

will also have converted the remaining recipes of this

with our industrial customers and are informed in detail

brand awareness of Fuchs increased from 56% to 61%.

support us in the development of new products.

brand by the end of 2019.

about their specific needs and expectations.

We repeatedly set trends in the market with our new

Our brand managers, in collaboration with our develo-

We seek direct contact with consumers in the B2C busi-

products. In 2018, for example, we successfully launched

pers, are responsible for product development and opti-

ness via various channels. These include TV and print

onto the market new varieties of the Ostmann brand, or

misation in the B2C business. They analyse trends and

advertising, our social media activities, our offers of

the seasonal product range “Fuchs Grill & Fruit”. These

developments in the market in very great detail, and on

innovative blends offer fruity-spicy flavour experien-

this basis they develop new product ideas and concepts

ces when barbecuing, and can for example be used in

in their respective areas. This has led to the develop-

marinade, in grill/barbecue sauce, in grill butter or with

ment of a total of 294 new products in the Retail Spices

salad dressing.

Germany business segment, and 127 new products in
the Taste Innovations business segment during the past

For some time now, we have avoided preservatives in

financial year.

our national and international retail business. In 2016
we also decided that by 2019 we would redesign the

In close collaboration with market research institutes,

recipes for our branded spices for the food retail that

we carry out product tests with consumers to assess

are not pure flavours in such a way that exclusively

new product concepts. If a new product concept proves

natural ingredients and no flavour-enhancing additives

promising, it is concretised and optimised further in the

or palm oils are used. We have already to a large extent

context of technical product development, and subse-

implemented this “Clean Label Policy” for our Fuchs and

quently integrated into the production process.

Supported brand awareness

06/2019

02/2018

09/2017

Ostmann

80%

80%

73%

Fuchs

61%

59%

56%

Ostmann brands: 94% of all of the recipes needing to be
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redesigned in the Fuchs brand fulfilled this aim by the

We built and equipped a sensory technology laboratory

end of 2018, and the figure for the Ostmann brand was

during the past financial year. The purpose of this labo-

84%. It is foreseeable that we will have achieved our aim

ratory is to evaluate product concepts – especially by

of redesigning all of the recipes concerned in the Fuchs

our own staff. The initial employee panels already took

and Ostmann brands by the end of 2019.

place in 2018. The plan is to expand these in 2019.
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Our employees
We feel a particular obligation to our employees. We know
that our success is particularly attributable to the commitment, creativity and qualification of our employees.
Therefore we want to be an attractive employer for our
employees, and to offer them working conditions that are
as optimum as possible, to ensure that each can develop
his or her full potential. We are motivated and aspire to
ensure that our employees are proud to be a part of the
Fuchs Group.
Mutual appreciation, respect and open communication are the foundations of our collaboration. We want
our staff to feel a sense of wellbeing and to be able to
develop. We maintain short decision pathways and flat
hierarchies, and motivate our employees to act on their
own initiative and responsibility. Moreover, we expect
our management staff to think outside of the box, to act
straightforwardly and to set a good example.
Up to now, our personnel policy has been mainly decentralised. Therefore the following information relates
to only a part of the entire Fuchs Group. An important
goal of our personnel strategy is to internationalise our
human resources. The plan is to develop and implement a
group-wide HR guideline supplemented by country-specific regulations. Examples of the contents of the groupwide HR guideline include topics such as the Mission
Statement, compliance guidelines or company car rules.
Furthermore, the intention is to internationalise the Intranet and technical infrastructure, and to standardise the
key figures in the personnel area.
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Our employees

Employer brand building

Number of employees (whole group)

2018

Number of employees

2017

3,150

2016

3,166

2,845

Proportion of employees by regions (whole group)

2018

2017

2016

Europe

78.9%

79.2%

78.6%

Asia

11.4%

10.8%

11.5%

North America

5.6%

6.6%

6.7%

South America

4.1%

3.4%

3.2%

Total

100%

100%

100%

Proportion of women (whole group)

2018

Proportion of women

2017

44.8%

2016

44.9%

44.5%

With our well-known brands and our international orien-

We expanded cooperation with schools further in 2018,

tation, we are a sought-after employer. This is apparent

and in the course of this we implemented projects in

in the number of job applications, as well as in indepen-

the context of career guidance with the secondary and

dent surveys, employee questionnaires and employer

junior high school at the Dissen location. We are also a

assessments. The latter confirm that our attractiveness

strong partner of the regional schools at the location in

as an employer has risen significantly, especially in the

Schönbrunn. We have already given explanatory informa-

past two years.

tion for many years about skilled professions and their
contents, and we organise meetings with schools, tea-

To gain the loyalty of our current employees and to

chers, our trainees and their trainers. We are a member

recruit new employees, we want to achieve a further

of a regional corporate network to appear jointly at

targeted increase in our attractiveness as an emplo-

careers fairs and to coordinate our needs. Moreover, we

yer. This is especially true with regard to non-academic

offer internships, future days, practical training days and

professions. We therefore take very seriously the points

holiday programs for schoolchildren

of criticism and suggestions we receive as feedback
from our employees, and we intend to face up to these

We offer students support for scientific thesis projects,

through corresponding measures. In particular, these

employment as student trainees and internships. We

include measures in the areas of “Leadership”, “Emplo-

also cooperate with several colleges by undertaking

yee Development”, “Work-Life Balance” and “Occupatio-

lecture events, assisting with scientific projects and

nal Safety and Health”.

organising works visits. We also offer young junior staff
special network programs.

We systematically explore our employees’ satisfacProportion of new employees and fluctuation rate (whole group)
Number of new employees
Fluctuation rate

2017

2016

540

449

379

15.0%

15.3%

13.4%

We offer junior employees an opportunity to take part in

us that the targets agreed with employees serve the

an internal network group. The objective of this network

mutually developed corporate goals while at the same

is to intensify exchanges, process shared projects,

time guaranteeing the attainment of their department’s

improve collaboration between various corporate areas

aims. This is achieved by transferring the departmental

and to grow personally through using it.

targets developed based on the Mission Statement, with
the employees’ specific intentions and the expectations

We defined a package of measures in the autumn of

of their management, into shared agreements. The follo-

2018 to further increase employee loyalty and recruit-

wing factors, among others, are taken into account and/

ment. The first measures of this package will be imple-

or queried: derivation of individual development measu-

mented in 2019. In this context, “Welcome Days” have

res including planning training sessions, identification of

been developed for new staff, and will be introduced in

high-potential individuals, requests for further develop-

2019. A comprehensive project with a long-term design

ment beyond the current target setting, and satisfac-

between the human resources department and corpo-

Employee age structure (whole group)

2018

2017

2016

≤ 25 years

9.4%

7.5%

6.0%

26 –40 years

36.1%

35.0%

35.2%

41 – 55 years

38.2%

41.6%

42.8%

tion & motivation. We also regularly ask employees for

rate marketing on the subject of employer brand buil-

16.0%

corresponding feedback, and for suggestions for impro-

ding was begun in the autumn of 2018. Workshops with

vements, at the end of the probationary period, when

various internal and external stakeholders took place

they leave the company and after carrying out a training

in connection with this project, to identify employees’

session or course. We assess this information and make

needs and to derive corresponding packages of measu-

appropriate improvements on this basis.

res, which will be implemented starting in 2019.

> 55 years

16.3%

Employee by employment ratio
(Dissen, Melle, Schönbrunn)
male (m)/female (w)

2018

15.9%

2017

2016

m

w

m

w

m

w

Staff

468

257

432

248

490

249

Payroll

533

507

535

519

510

540

1,001

764

967

767

1,000

789

Total
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2018

tion in our staff appraisal interviews. It is important to

Proportion of severely disabled employees (Dissen, Melle, Schönbrunn)

2018

2017

2016

Proportion of severely disabled employees

4.2%

4.6%

4.4%
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Employee development
Our good experience with a trainee from Vietnam moti-

In-service training, which supplements the vocational

Process technologist (m/f) in the milling

vated us to take part in this project in the next few years

school’s offering, plays a large part. It is designed not only

and animal feed industry

as well.

to prepare for the final examination, but also to add special

We will be able to hold and expand our market position

Industrial area

only if we continuously provide our employees with trai-

■

ning and further education. In particular, the rapid changes

and general topics to expand our trainees’ knowledge

due to advances in digitisation, technological change and

■

Foodstuffs technology specialist (m/f)

shortened innovation cycles impose ever new demands

■

Machine and plant operator (m/f) –

We further systematised and standardised our training

about technical and general subjects. Knowledge cont-

foodstuff production

programme on a multi-site basis in the past financial

ents from unrelated as well as from related topic and spe-

Warehouse logistics specialist (m/f)

year. By this means, we want to raise the quality of our

cialist areas are communicated for this purpose.

on our employees’ knowledge and competence.
■

training and to bring the trainees’ individual needs into

Moreover, employee development is an important component of our attractiveness as an employer: we want

Information technology area

to satisfy our employees’ needs for further development

■

and qualification, and to offer them a wide variety of prospects for their professional advancement. We are also

IT specialist (m/f) in applications development

We have also intensified the exchange of information

and of the general labour market.

between the trainees through several works-internal and
-external meetings and through joint projects. Excursions

or system integration
■

convinced that employee development also decisively

Dual system degree course (business)

An extensive workshop on the topic of the Mission State-

not only to our other locations but also to third-party

informatics (B.Sc.)

ment was also carried out with our trainees in the autumn

companies are now also a regular component of the trai-

of 2018. Here, junior staff developed the values for their

ning. Furthermore, individual committed trainees have an

training. A trainee video project was also started, based

opportunity to take part in international exchange pro-

contributes to an increase in motivation, job satisfaction,
productivity and the retention of specialist staff.

greater harmony with the expectations of the company

Commercial area
■

Industrial business manager (m/f)

on the motto “Junior staff meet the management”. This

jects. Our aims for the coming financial year include the

Employee development includes the areas of trai-

■

Industrial business manager (m/f) specialising in sales

involves trainees interviewing some of the company’s

intention to further intensify the exchange among our

ning, advanced training, leadership management and

■

Dual system degree course, business management

management staff about the personal meaning and defi-

trainees and trainers.

(B.A.) with integrated training as an industrial busi-

nition of the Mission Statement. Members of the Execu-

ness manager (m/f)

tive Management Board were the first to be interviewed

knowledge and ideas management.

Training

for this purpose.
We again increased the number of our trainees in the past
financial year. At the end of 2018, a total of 75 trainees

To meet our need for junior staff, we give training in a

were employed at our German locations of Dissen, Melle

wide variety of professions and vocations ourselves. In

and Schönbrunn. This corresponds to a 21% increase

Germany, these are:

compared to the previous year. We consider our own training to be a central tool to recruit junior staff.

Technical area
■

Industrial mechanic (m/f) for mechanical and plant
engineering or maintenance

■

Electronics engineer (m/f) for plant technology

■

Technical product designer (m/f)

Number of trainees (Dissen, Melle, Schönbrunn)
Number of trainees

2018

2017

2016

75

62
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In addition to the qualification measures necessary for a

jects and participation in sporting and charitable dona-

skilled profession, we offer our trainees numerous other

tion events. Moreover, we have transferred to our trainees

opportunities for further development and endeavour. In

the management of and responsibility for sales to staff.

2018, for example, these included English and presen-
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tation courses, journeys to other locations in the Fuchs

To counteract the scarcity of specialist skilled staff, we

Group, training to become an IHK (Chamber of Trade &

have taken part since 2017 in an IHK cooperation project

Industry) energy and health scout, special trainee pro-

to permanently integrate trainees from third countries.
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Number of training sessions (Dissen, Melle, Schönbrunn)

2018

2017

2016

Internal further education

651

654

686

External further education

387

339

318

Total

1,038

993

1,004

Number of participants (Dissen, Melle, Schönbrunn)

2018

2017

2016

Internal further education

5,115

8,547

7,612

External further education

1,623

1,309

958

Total

6,738

9,856

8,570

Further Education

Leadership Management

To further educate our employees, we maintain a com-

We set high standards for our management staff, because

prehensive training catalogue for them, consisting of

they convey our values and standards of conduct to a

competence training and compulsory training. The com-

special extent. They act as an example to their team

petence training courses comprise training measures

members, and should make demands on their emplo-

for personal and communications competence, IT com-

yees, and encourage and motivate them. We support our

petence and basic competence. The compulsory training

management staff in this demanding role through regular

courses are training sessions prescribed by statute and

training courses, individual training sessions and man-

training relevant to audits, which our employees have a

datory guidelines.

mandatory duty to complete at regular intervals. These
include, for example, safety-related instruction, hazar-

We offer future management staff an opportunity to

dous substance training or training courses in the areas

take part in a management triathlon: during an 18-month

of hygiene and product safety. The training catalogue

company-wide programme, they are trained in three

was enlarged last year by including the Schönbrunn

disciplines: self-management, staff management and

location.

organisation management. The programme comprises
several modules, focussed on problems with high practi-

As planned, the first e-learning modules will be

cal relevance, and is carried out in cooperation with an

developed during the financial year. An e-learning

external institute.

module on the subject of “IT Awareness” is scheduled
to begin during 2019.

We developed an additional training package in 2018

Knowledge and Ideas Management

to meet the large demand for further development of

duced at the Dissen-North site in 2017, and have also

Moreover, we provide our employees with further trai-

management staff. From 2019 onwards, our manage-

We have established an in-house Wiki to make the most

implemented it at the Dissen-South and Melle locations.

ning using a wide variety of individual training mea-

ment staff are obliged to complete at least three training

comprehensive possible knowledge available to our

In the context of this ideas management scheme, any

sures relating to their respective work areas. We also

courses from this package each year – including on each

employees. It contains innumerable pieces of information

employee can submit ideas to improve working procedu-

offer retraining programmes to allow career changers to

occasion one workshop on the mission statement and

that are essential when processing tasks. They include,

res and environments. Seventy ideas originated via this

acquire qualifications, e.g. retraining as a machine and

one training session on the subject of compliance.

for example, process explanations, project management

route in 2018, and these were assessed by a four-member

instructions, webinars, forms and an employee self-ser-

jury. The criteria included savings achieved, technical and

plant operator in the food production area. We work in
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In 2018, we have expanded the ideas management intro-

close collaboration with the job centres/employment

Our aim is to create a learning organisation in which

vice. The offering, which is divided up into multi-site and

financial feasibility, the promotion of occupational safety/

offices and the Unternehmen für Bildung bfw (institution

changes are seen as a normal situation, and there is an

site-specific information, is being continuously expanded

health/hygiene/quality

for advanced job training) in this respect.

agile response to external stimuli. Our management staff

and constantly kept up to date. Embedding employees’

achieved in the work procedure, and qualitative effects

acquire special importance here again. That’s why we

job descriptions there is scheduled for 2019, to increase

on the working environment. The bonuses were increased

The number of internal training sessions and parti-

want to promote an exchange of views among them, and

transparency in responsibilities.

in 2018. We will introduce ideas management in Schön-

cipants decreased compared to the previous year,

to set up additional networks. At the same time, we plan

because some compulsory training courses ceased, or

to focus to an ever-greater extent on e-learning, flexible

are now aimed at a smaller group of participants.

workflows and a high level of self-management.

management,

simplifications

brunn in 2019, and probably in the sales force in 2020.
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Work-Life-Balance
Our activities in relation to work-life balance focus on

From 2018 we have contributed financially to our emplo-

making our working time models more flexible. For this,

yees’ childcare during the holidays. Moreover, we offer

we have developed a concept that is currently being

various schemes to enable our staff to achieve a better

coordinated with the staff committee/works council. We

combination between their private life and their profes-

endeavour to expand trust-based working hours, and to

sional duties. These include various health offerings and

enlarge the offers of part-time working and needs-based

active breaks, as well as seminars on the topics of time

home office rules.

management or coping with stress. We enlarged our
canteen and meals provision at the Dissen site in 2018.

As a family business, it is important to us that we give

We expect to be able to have our kitchen rebuilt by the

consideration as far as possible to the family situations

end of 2020 to allow us to offer our staff a bigger selec-

of our employees. In this respect, we are confident that

tion of healthy dishes and greater flexibility – especially

basically an individual solution is preferable to a stan-

with regard to the needs of shift working.

dardised offer. This affects child care just as much as
the wish for a sabbatical, a doctoral thesis project or

We are recording a growing demand for offers of part-

a voluntary service commitment: We are receptive to

time working. Throughout the Group, 8.7% of our work-

our employees’ ideas, and together with them we will

force (previous year: 8.2%) already take advantage of

develop concepts that correspond to their personal

part-time working contracts. At our Dissen, Melle and

ideas and life situations.

Schönbrunn locations, the total proportion amounts to
8.0% (previous year: 7.8%).

Employees by full-time and part-time (Dissen, Melle, Schönbrunn)
male (m)/female (w)

2018

2016

m

w

m

w

m

w

Full-time

977

647

938

661

974

674

Part-time

24

117

29

106

26

115

1,001

764

967

767

1,000

789

Total

At our German sites in Dissen, Melle and Schönbrunn,

we regularly stay in contact with our employees taking

39 employees commenced parental leave in 2018. In

parental leave through invitations to works events and

the same year, 30 staff returned from parental leave. So

by using the Staff News, and we offer them opportunities

as not to break off their connection with the company,

for further training and maintenance of their knowledge.

Start of and return from parental leave (Dissen, Melle Schönbrunn)
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2017

2018

2017

2016

Start of parental leave

39

37

21

Return from parental leave

30

28

22
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Occupational Safety and Health
It is absolutely essential that we maintain and promote

We therefore regularly make our staff, both in the produc-

the health of our employees. No task is so important or

tion area and in administration, aware of the importance

urgent that it can be allowed to lead to the neglect of

of obeying workplace safety rules, and we encourage

occupational safety or health aspects.

every employee to immediately report any violations of
these rules and any potential hazards.

Occupational Safety

Managers and supervisors have a special role to play
in ensuring compliance with and the implementation of

We aim to design our occupational safety concept in such

workplace safety rules: Not only must they have interna-

a way that no workplace accident occurs. Although we do

lised them, but must also live them out and must cons-

not yet fulfil this target, our efforts in the past few years

tantly draw the attention of their team members to their

to achieve the highest possible level of occupational

importance. Therefore, management staff receive special

safety have brought about a significant reduction in the

training about workplace safety issues, and their atten-

number of reportable workplace accidents at our German

tion is regularly drawn to their special responsibility.

sites in Dissen, Melle and Schönbrunn. This is also true
for the financial year just ended: between 2017 and 2018,
the number of reportable workplace accidents on a rate

Health Management

per 1000 persons basis again decreased, namely by
5.9%. Compared to previous years, it was also possible to

In addition to our occupational safety concept, our health

reduce the number of lost working days, which decreased

management also aims at preventing work-related health

by 7.1% in the course of the financial year just ended.

hazards, at avoiding working methods involving health
risks and at reducing health-impairing effects. We also

In our occupational health and safety committee, we

aim to give information about healthy life and work stra-

improve and examine the effectiveness of our work-

tegies and to encourage these.

place safety concept. Our occupational safety expert, a
staff position reporting directly to the management, is

A steering group at each of the Schönbrunn and Dissen

very important in this respect. She supports the Execu-

locations, composed of staff from various departments,

tive Board, management staff and project leaders on all

our safety expert, the works council/staff committee

safety issues, and indicates possible improvements in

and the management, is responsible for the continuous

workplace safety. For this purpose, among other things,

further development of our health management.
and briefings and – insofar as necessary and desirable –

Since 2018 we have offered our employees an option to

inspection – together with management staff or alone

To take the employees’ needs and ideas into account in

obtain lifting appliances at our production plants, adjus-

lease company bicycles. There is a very large demand for

– notes potential weak points and develops suggested

the best possible way in this respect, employee survey

table-height desks and ergonomic swivel chairs. We also

this offer, which has led to ever more employees using

solutions. Comprehensive inspection reports of the

questionnaires took place at Dissen and Schönbrunn in

carry out training sessions about workplace health for

a bicycle to travel to work, and additional bicycle racks

inspection tours are prepared and are submitted to the

cooperation with the Allgemeine Ortskrankenkasse (AOK;

employees and supervisors/managers.

have been installed. We will endeavour to obtain certifica-

responsible personnel and to the management. In addi-

General Health Insurance Scheme) in 2015 and 2017. The

tion, the Executive Board receives an open issues list

results obtained from these were assessed, discussed

In addition, we have expanded our programme of sport,

stating the deficiencies that have not yet been remedied.

in workshops and in health groups, and transformed into

nutrition and relaxation courses to include preventive

practical actions.

health. This also includes offerings such as the “Active

We draw attention to these offers via the Intranet, where

Pause”, the “After Work Work-out”, Life Kinetics courses

there is also information on the subjects of “Movement

the occupational safety expert makes regular tours of

We have developed hazard assessments for each of our

tion by the ADFC (German National Cyclists‘ Federation)

workplaces, and have prepared operating instructions for

The overarching goal of our activities is to increase our

or setting up sports groups. Moreover, the range of trai-

in Everyday Life”, “Addiction” and the “Computer screen

every plant. Employees in accident-prone areas have per-

employees’ satisfaction with our health management.

ning offered has been enlarged, e.g. by including the

workplace”. The activities of the steering group and

sonal protective equipment and are trained accordingly.

Therefore, further employee survey questionnaires are

“Healthy Management” course specifically for managers/

the measures developed in the context of occupational

We systematically investigate every accident, and ensure

planned for Schönbrunn in 2019 and for Dissen and Melle

supervisory staff. Great attention is also devoted to

health management are also described on the Intranet,

as far as possible that it cannot occur again.

in 2020, designed to allow conclusions about the changes

offers relating to mental stress.

and are designed to raise awareness of the subject of
health at the workplace.

made up to those dates.
We organised a Health Day for the first time in Dissen

We consider raising our employees’ awareness to be a
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as a “bicycle-friendly employer” in 2019.

central success factor in our occupational safety measu-

The most important measures in our health management

in the spring of 2018 and, based on good feedback from

res. Accidents are completely avoidable only if full compli-

include improving the ergonomics, lighting and ventilation

employees, it will be repeated in the spring of 2019. We

ance with all the safety rules and regulations has become

at the workplaces and in the workrooms. In conjunction

also plan to implement the Health Day for the Schön-

a matter of course when carrying out every single activity.

with ergonomics experts, we carry out inspection tours

brunn site for 2019.
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Our environment
As a spice manufacturer, an intact environment is especially important to us, since many of our raw materials grow
only under specific climatic conditions. Due to climate
changes, the quality of our raw materials can deteriorate severely, which in turn has a negative impact on our
entrepreneurial operations. Therefore, conservation and
protection of the environment together with the careful
use of resources are crucially important to us.
We need energy and water in particular to enable us to
produce the products and services we offer. Wastes also
arise. These subject areas are, therefore, among the
central fields of action of our sustainability strategy.
Our current information systems do not yet allow us to
provide consistent, valid group-wide figures for energy,
water and wastes. Therefore the following statements
refer exclusively to our German sites in Dissen, Melle,
Schönbrunn and Hamlar.
We plan to collect group-wide data for energy, water
and wastes for future years. Existing data collection
and recording systems will be internationalised for this
purpose, and the data to be collected will be defined
in detail so as to have a consistent, comparable data
base available.
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Energy
In the past financial year, we required a total of

The production conditions and measures to raise energy

14,699,380 kWh of electricity and 31,237,026 kWh of

efficiency are to some extent very dissimilar at our indivi-

gas at our German locations in Dissen, Melle, Schön-

dual sites. Therefore, we consider our energy demand for

brunn and Hamlar. These figures are at about the same

each location. To determine our specific energy values,

level as in the previous year (14,864,414 kWh of electri-

we calculate the production volume produced using one

city and 31,040,986 kWh of gas), despite a considerable

kilowatt-hour of energy. Since we measure production

increase in the quantity of product produced.

volume as weight or pieces – depending on the product –

The specific energy consumption value at the Dis-

energy-efficient production machinery together with the

sen-North location also improved significantly com-

implementation of energy-efficient measures such as a

pared to previous years. The higher achieved energy

changeover to LED lighting.

efficiency is attributable to the introduction of more

Energy consumption trend at the Melle site (kWh)

2018

2017

2016

717,137

781,737

762,248

Specific energy consumption trend at the Melle site (Production units / kWh)

2018

2017

2016

Electricity

6.093

5.188

5.533

machinery

together

Electricity

we use the term “Production Unit” for this purpose.

Energy consumption trend at the Dissen-South site (kWh)

2018

2017

2016

3,808,661

3,462,837

4,243,201

Gas

23,915,950

23,885,936

22,522,768

Total

27,724,611

27,348,773

26,765,969

Electricity

Absolute energy consumption at the Melle site has also

efficient

decreased. This is due to modernisation in the produc-

example, a new air compressor.

production

with,

for

tion facility with the installation of new, more energySpecific energy consumption trend at the Dissen-South site (Production units/kWh)
Electricity
Gas
Total

2018

2017

2016

45.937

44.063

37.727

5.082

4.627

3.249

51.019

48.690

40.976

Energy consumption trend at the Schönbrunn site (kWh)

2018

2017

2016

Electricity

7,379,967

7,775,025

8,212,264

Gas

3,880,036

4,082,174

4,107,682

11,260,003

11,857,199

12,319,946

Total
Energy efficiency at the Dissen-South site has impro-

to LED lighting, the installation of windows in the Dis-

ved considerably in the past three years. Whereas only

sen-South mill tower for more daylight, the use of more

around 41 production units were manufactured using

energy-efficient pumps and motors, leak-testing of the

one kilowatt-hour of energy in 2016, this figure had risen

compressed air pipework and regular energy training

to 51 production units in 2018. For example, conversion

sessions contributed to this trend.

Specific energy consumption trend at the Schönbrunn site (Production units/kWh)

2018

2017

2016

87,187

92,513

89,830

Gas

165,833

176,203

179,524

Total

253,020

268,716

269,354

Electricity

Energy consumption trend at the Dissen-North site (kWh)

2018

2017

2016

Electricity

2,793,615

2,844,815

3,049,058

Gas

3,441,040

3,072,876

3,195,892

Total

6,234,655

5,917,691

6,244,950

Specific energy consumption trend at the Dissen-North site (Production units/kWh)
Electricity
Gas
Total
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2018

2017

2016

17.294

15.698

15.740

2.129

2.239

2.220

19.423

17.937

17.960

Absolute energy consumption at the Schönbrunn site

achieved very high energy efficiency at our sites. The

was reduced by 8.6% in the past two years, and the

majority of the plants and machines available to us have

specific energy consumption figure rose by 6.1%. This

leading technology, and we are very aware when hand-

development is due to a changeover in the plastics

ling the resources we need at our locations. Compared

production unit. The changeover increases the energy

to the 2018 financial year, we want to reduce our specific

demand, but third-party manufacture of PET bottles and

energy consumption by a further two percent by 2021.

the associated delivery by HGV can be avoided.
To achieve this target, we have put together a package
We are confident that, by the energy demand reduction

of measures including converting more of our lighting

measures undertaken in past years, we have already

systems to LED lamps and the use of new, more effi-
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cient air compressor systems. We are also carrying out

our employees also contribute to the highest possible

On the other hand, to some extent the specific water

an appraisal of the potential to generate more of our

energy efficiency, we continue to regularly raise their

consumption in Dissen and Melle markedly improved.

own electricity using photovoltaic plants. We already

awareness when handling resources in day-to-day work.

The specific water consumption dropped by 8.8% at Dis-

re-equipped our heating installations at the Melle site

sen-South, our biggest production site. In Schönbrunn,
Since 2016, we have also exercised greater influence

on the other hand, there was a smaller specific water

on energy efficiency in our supply chain: for example,

consumption figure due to a lower production volume and

The energy management systems at our sites in Dissen,

we require our suppliers to employ resources respon-

as a result of numerous conversions and new features.

Melle and Schönbrunn are certified in accordance with

sibly and to pay careful attention to using only a small

ISO 50001. Therefore, we continuously measure and

amount of energy. This requirement is a component

We adopted various measures in 2018 to further reduce

analyse our energy consumptions, prepare annual energy

of our supplier selection process, and enters into the

our water demand. Firstly, these included installing new

reports, and discuss in various committees the options

design of contracts with our suppliers.

cleaning systems on the production tanks, which clean

in 2018.

and measures to reduce our energy demand. To ensure

in a more targeted way, thereby using the required water
more efficiently. Secondly, the use of more powerful
pumps contributed to a reduction in water consumption.
We aim to reduce our specific water consumption (base
year 2018) by a further 2% by 2021. To achieve this target,
we will work in particular on the efficiency of our cleaning

Water

systems in the next few years. A factor that is very helpful
in this respect is that we can use special software to
measure water demand directly at the numerous demand

We need water in our production operation for two parti-

2018. This involved a 4.9% rise in our water demand. This

points in the production unit at our biggest production

cular reasons: as a constituent of many of our products,

increase is due in particular to the fact that conversions

site in Dissen-South. If the limit values we have defined

and to clean our production plants.

and modifications needed to be undertaken more fre-

at the water meters we have installed are exceeded, the

quently as a result of fulfilling many individual customer’s

system automatically triggers warning signals that we

We consumed a total of 149,558 cubic metres (m³) of

requests, and these entailed cleaning the production

can specifically investigate.

water at our Dissen, Melle and Schönbrunn sites in

plants more often.
We obtain the water we need from municipal suppliers.
About 20% of it acts as a component for our products and
for raising steam. The remaining approx. 80% is used for

Water consumption trend in Dissen, Melle and Schönbrunn (m³)

2018

2017

2016

Dissen-South

121,444

115,250

105,528

Dissen-North

10,337

10,407

10,611

Melle

11,156

11,540

9,300

6,621

5,363

5,924

149,558

142,560

131,363

2018

2017

2016

Dissen-South

1,440.66

1,323.94

1,516.97

Dissen-North

11,757.85

10,621.16

6,896.76

391.68

351.47

453.57

97,181.36

134,120.72

124,465.43

Schönbrunn
Total

Specific water consumption trend in Dissen, Melle & Schönbrunn
(Production units/m³)

Melle
Schönbrunn
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cleaning purposes. Our aqueous effluent is only slightly
contaminated, with a biological oxygen demand (BOD)
of less than 700 mg/l, and its level of contamination corresponds to that of private households. We therefore
discharge the aqueous effluent into the municipal sewer
system. At our Schönbrunn location, we use our own biological treatment plant to purify the water.
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Waste

Waste volume trend at the Melle site (t)

2018

2017

2016

Waste for disposal

7.00

0.75

0.49

Waste for recycling

872.24

1,106.96

910.39

879.24

1,107.71

910.88

7.54

2.18

5.70

2018

2017

2016

4,969.6

3,661.6

4,630.9

2018

2017

2016

Waste for disposal

0.95

1.17

1.46

Waste for recycling

1,223.29

1,505.82

1,685.45

Total waste

1,224.24

1,506.64

1,686.91

4.53

3.17

5.82

2018

2017

2016

525,581.4

477,412.9

437,091.0

Large volumes of waste arise every year during the

A total of 3,638.93 tons of waste arose at our production

manufacture of our products. At each site, this waste is

sites in Dissen North and South, Melle and Schönbrunn

carefully sorted to ensure it can be recycled using the

in 2018. This corresponds to a 16.93% reduction compa-

Total waste

best methods in each case. A challenge in this respect

red to the previous year. Only a very small proportion of

Of which hazardous waste

is that our raw materials are delivered in very different

our wastes needs to be disposed of, and 99.7% of our

packaging materials and package units.

wastes are usefully recycled. The proportion of hazardous waste is 0.5%. The latter involves laboratory wastes

Specific waste volume trend at the Melle site, total (Production units/t)

in particular, together with acids and alkalis used in the
Total waste

production process.

Waste volume trend at the Schönbrunn site (t)
Waste volume trend at the Dissen-South site (t)

2018

2017

2016

Waste for disposal

3.66

4.46

2.18

Waste for recycling

994.70

1,162.03

1,210.95

Total waste

998.36

1,166.49

1,213.13

4.73

5.18

3.69

Of which hazardous waste

Of which hazardous waste

Specific waste volume trend at the Schönbrunn site (Production units/t)
Specific waste volume trend at the Dissen-South site (Production units/t)
Total waste

2018

2017

2016

175,246.4

130,806.5

131,958.1

Total waste

Wastes for disposal and total hazardous wastes increa-

year was the implementation of the new Commercial

sed compared to the previous year. This rise is attributa-

Waste Ordinance.

ble to a one-off, comprehensive disposal campaign at the
Melle site.
Waste volume trend at the Dissen-North site (t)
Waste for disposal
Waste for recycling
Total waste
Of which hazardous waste

We plan to equip several waste containers with transponders in 2019. This will enable a more accurate measu-

2018

2017

2016
The high recycling rate we achieve with our wastes is pos-

rement of the generation of waste, and a determination

0.62

0.16

0.43

sible only because our employees are highly aware of the

of which wastes have arisen in which area. The aim of

522.02

intrinsic value of wastes. The volume of “unclean” waste

this is to transport away only containers that are 100%

resulting from incorrect sorting of wastes has decrea-

full, in order to reduce the CO2 balance in the transport

sed continuously in the past few years. New employees

area as well. GPS sensors will also be installed on our

receive appropriate training and instructions. Employees

presses. These sensors can be used to measure how full

who need to handle hazardous wastes are specially

the press is, and whether it needs to be taken away and/

trained. To minimise the risks when handling hazardous

or emptied.

536.47

497.75

537.09

497.91

522.45

1.08

0.17

0.94

wastes, we also collaborate closely with an external
Specific waste volume trend at the Dissen-North site (Production units/t)

2018

2017

2016

89,952.2

89,690.1

90,615.9

hazardous wastes agency.

We regularly carry out tours of inspection at our sites,
during which we check the state of the disposal routes

Total waste
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We update our waste targets annually, and review them

and plants (e.g. presses, tanks, containers) and discuss

with our specialist disposal contractor in order to discuss

improvement options. We also repeatedly encourage our

corresponding measures in our team meetings. The

employees to develop ideas and suggestions to reduce

overriding aim is to continuously optimise the disposal

our waste volumes and to further increase our useful

process, and to find solutions to prevent wastes from

recycling rate. An annual waste report informs the execu-

arising in the first place. Together with the raw materi-

tive management about the volumes and types of waste

als purchasing department, we also work on sustainable

that have arisen, the costs associated with disposal, and

packaging containers. One of the focal points in the past

the measures developed to optimise our waste streams.
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GRI Contents Index
GRI Standard

Disclosure

GRI 101: FOUNDATIONS 2016

GRI 102

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised

GRI 102: GENERAL INFORMATION 2016

GRI 102

Reporting practice

GRI 102

Organisation profile

GRI 102

102-45 Entities included in the Consolidated Financial Statements

60

GRI 102

102-1 Name of the organisation

7

GRI 102

102-46 Procedure for defining report content and topic boundaries

60

GRI 102

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services

7, 11 ff.

GRI 102

102-47 List of material topics

25

GRI 102

102-3 Location of organisation’s headquarters

7

GRI 102

102-48 Restatements of information

60

GRI 102

102-4 Location of operations

16 f.

GRI 102

102-49 Changes in reporting

60

GRI 102

102-5 Ownership and legal form

7

GRI 102

102-50 Reporting period

60

GRI 102

102-6 Markets served

11 ff., 16 f.

GRI 102

102-51 Date of most recent report

60

GRI 102

102-7 Scale of the organisation

7

GRI 102

102-52 Reporting cycle

60

GRI 102

102-8 Information on employees and other workers
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GRI 102

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report

60

GRI 102

102-9 Supply chain

28 f.

GRI 102

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

60

GRI 102

102-10 Significant changes to the organisation and its supply chain

60

GRI 102

102-55 GRI content index

56 ff.

GRI 102

102-11 Precautionary Principle or Precautionary Approach

5

GRI 102

102-56 External auditing

60

GRI 102

102-12 External initiatives

20

KEY TOPICS

GRI 102

102-13 Membership of associations and interest groups

20

OUR PRODUCTS

GRI 102

Strategy

GRI 102

102-14 Statement from senior decision-makers

GRI 102

Ethics and integrity

GRI 102

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behaviour

GRI 102

Governance

GRI 102

102-18 Governance structure

GRI 102

Stakeholder engagement

GRI 102

102-40 List of stakeholder groups

GRI 102

GRI Standard
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Disclosure

Page

Omiss.

Page

Omiss.

25

SUPPLIERS AND RAW MATERIALS
5

8 f.

GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

28

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

28

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

28

CONTROLLED CULTIVATION
GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

30

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

30

24

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

30

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements

45

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND MANAGEMENT

GRI 102

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders

24

GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

32

GRI 102

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement

24

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

32

7
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GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page
32

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Omiss.

GRI Standard
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Page

Omiss.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

46

GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

33

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

46

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

33

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

46

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

33

GRI 403 (2016)

403-2 Type and rate of injuries, occupational diseases, working days lost,

46

Performance indicator: New products as a proportion of the total product

33

absence and number of work-related fatalities
OUR ENVIRONMENT

range (B2C)
CUSTOMER DIALOGUE

ENERGY

GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

35

GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

50

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

35

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

50

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

35

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

50

Performance indicator: Supported brand awareness

35

GRI 302 (2016)

302-1 Energy consumption within the organisation

50 f.

OUR EMPLOYEES

GRI 302 (2016)

302-3 Energy intensity

50 f.

EMPLOYER BRAND BUILDING

GRI 302 (2016)

302-4 Reducing energy consumption

50 f.

GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

39

WATER

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

39

GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

52

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

39

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

52

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

52

GRI 303 (2016)

303-1 Water abstraction broken down by source

52

Performance indicator: Specific water demand trend

52

Aqueous effluent discharge by quality and discharge point

53

GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

54

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

54

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

54

GRI 306 (2016)

306-2 Waste broken down by type and disposal method

54 f.

Performance indicator: Specific waste volume trend

54 f.

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT
GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

40

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

40

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

40

GRI 306 (2016)

Performance indicator: Number of training sessions and number of

42

WASTE

participants
WORK-LIFE-BALANCE
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GRI 103 (2016)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

45

GRI 103 (2016)

103-2 The management approach and its components

45

GRI 103 (2016)

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

45

Performance indicator: Employees by full-time and part-time working

45

Performance indicator: Entry into and return from parental leave

45
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General information
The present Report is the Fuchs Group’s second Sustaina-

the GRI Standards to specify the contents of the Report

bility Report. The information relates to the 2018 business

– Inclusion of Stakeholders, Sustainability Context, Materi-

year and – except insofar as stated otherwise – to the

ality and Completeness – and to the Reporting Principles to

reference date of 31 December 2018. The editorial deadline

define the Report’s quality – Accuracy, Balance, Intelligibi-

was 30 September 2019.

lity, Comparability, Reliability and Up-to-Dateness.

Basically, the reporting included all the business units and

There were no significant changes in the organisation and

all the subsidiaries of DF World of Spices GmbH. However,

its supply chain compared to the previous year. However,

our data situation does not yet allow us to provide valid

there was further development in the materiality matrix,

data from all of our business units. Therefore, the majority

which is described in the section headed “Essential issues

of the key figures shown here relate to our German sites in

of our sustainability strategy”. Moreover, the manage-

Dissen, Melle and Schönbrunn and to our subsidiary ESG

ment concepts of the essential topics underwent further

Kräuter (ESG Herbs). We have identified the sites to which

development, including as a result of the definition and

the information relates in each case.

presentation of new key figures. There were no other considerable changes compared to the previous year.

This Report was prepared in conformity with the GRI Standards: “Core” Option. When presenting the Report’s con-

The Report was not examined by external auditors.

tents, we adhered to the Reporting Principles defined by
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